LEGAL NOTICE

1. Identification data
You are visiting the webpage www.administradorconcursalaifos.com (hereinafter, “the Webpage”),
owned by ADMINISTRACIÓN CONCURSAL of AIFOS ARQUITECTURA Y PROMOCIONES
INMOBILIARIAS, S.A. (henceforth, “ADMINISTRACIÓN CONCURSAL AIFOS”), as a consequence
of the Auto 316/2014, from the Juzgado de lo Mercantil nº1 of Málaga/1bis, by which the abilities are
suspended of the insolvent company AIFOS ARQUITECTURA Y PROMOCIONES INMOBILIARIAS, S.A.
(hereinafter, “the INSOLVENT”).
Data of ADMINISTRACIÓN CONCURSAL AIFOS
Postal address: Calle Pirandello, 16, 5ª planta - 29010 Málaga
Email address: consultas@administradorconcursalaifos.com
Data of the INSOLVENT
Postal address: Calle Generación nº 48, 29196, P.I. La Huertecilla (Málaga)
Email address: aifos@aifos.es
Telephone.: [...]
Fax: 952.601.819
C.I.F.: [...]
Business data: Commercial Register of Barcelona, Page [...], Folio [...], Tomo [...], Libro [...],
Inscripción [...]
2. Object and acceptance of the User
The present terms of use (hereafter, the “Legal Notice”) regulates the access and use of the Webpage
that ADMINISTRACIÓN CONCURSAL AIFOS makes available to users (hereinafter, “the User” or “the
Users”, as appropriate) on the Internet with the following contents:
i.

Elaboration of a calendar with the next procedural steps.

ii.

Creation of a mail to send, receive and answer queries from the Webpage.

iii.

Insertion of an information brochure, including the functioning of the creditor assembly, the
rights of these.

iv.

Insertion of final texts for the report of ADMINISTRACIÓN CONCURSAL AIFOS and the report
of conversion of loans which may be produced subsequently to the presentation of the final texts.

v.

Place, date and time for the celebration of a Meeting, accrediting it or the place to be carried out.

vi.

The arrangements presented by the INSOLVENT and, if so, by the creditors.

The access of it implies the unreserved acceptance of the present Legal Notice.

3. Access to the Webpage and Passwords
In general, the previous subscription and register as a User for the access and use of the Webpage is
required.
The Users’ data obtained through the subscription or register of the present Webpage, is protected by a
password chosen by them. The User compromises to maintain the password in secret and to protect the
unauthorised use by third parties. The User must notify to the ADMINISTRACIÓN CONCURSAL AIFOS
immediately any unconsented use of his account or any violation of the security related with the
Webpage’s service, of which they might have had knowledge.
ADMINISTRACIÓN CONCURSAL AIFOS adopts technical and organisational measures necessary to
guarantee the protection of personal data and to avoid the alteration, loss, processing and/or
unauthorised access, taking into account the technical state, the nature of the stored data and the risks on
which they are exposed, all these, in accordance with the obligations established by the Spanish Data
Protection legislation.
ADMINISTRACIÓN CONCURSAL AIFOS is not held responsible in front of Users, for the disclosure of
their personal data to third parties which isn’t for reasons directly attributed to ADMINISTRACIÓN
CONCURSAL AIFOS, neither for the use of these data by third parties of ADMINISTRACIÓN
CONCURSAL AIFOS.
4. Correct use of the Webpage
The User compromises to use the Webpage, its contents and services in accordance with the Law, the
present Legal Notice, good practices and public order. In this sense, the User is obliged not to use the
Webpage, its contents or services which are offered through it for illegal purposes or effects or contrary to
the content of the present Legal Notice, harmful for third parties’ rights or interests, or in any other way
which may be harm, unable the use, make inaccessible or weaken the Webpage, its contents or its
services or prevent a normal use of the Webpage for other Users.
In addition, the User compromises expressively not to destroy, alter, unable the use or, in any other way,
harm the data, programs or electronic documents which may be in the Webpage.
The User compromises not to impede the access of other Users to access the service through the massive
consumption of information resources which ADMINISTRACIÓN CONCURSAL AIFOS offers as a
service, as well as carries out actions which may harm, interrupt or generate mistakes in these systems or
services.
The User compromises not to introduce programs, viruses, macros, applets, ActiveX controls or any other
logical device or characters sequence which causes or may be susceptible of causing any type of alteration
of the information systems for ADMINISTRACIÓN CONCURSAL AIFOS or for third parties.
5. Third parties’ links
The present Legal Notice only refers to the Webpage and contents of ADMINISTRACIÓN CONCURSAL
AIFOS, and it is not applicable to the links or to third parties’ webpages accessible through the Webpage.
The linked sites are not under the control of ADMINISTRACIÓN CONCURSAL AIFOS, or of the
INSOLVENT, neither of them are responsible for the content of any of the linked webpages, nor of any
link including a webpage which may be accessed through the Web page of ADMINISTRACIÓN
CONCURSAL AIFOS, nor of any changes or actualisation of the referred pages.
These links are offered only to inform the User of the existence of any other sources of information
regarding a specific topic, and the inclusion of a link does not imply the approval of the linked webpage by

ADMINISTRACIÓN CONCURSAL AIFOS.
6. Intellectual and Industrial Property
All the contents of the Web page, apart from any that may indicate the opposite, are exclusive ownership
of ADMINISTRACIÓN CONCURSAL AIFOS and, we list the following, even though not limiting them
only to these, the graphic design, source code, logos, texts, graphics, illustrations, photography, and other
elements which appear in the Web page.
In addition, all the trade names, trademarks, logos of any type which appear in the Web page are
protected by Law.
ADMINISTRACIÓN CONCURSAL AIFOS does not grant any type of licence or authorisation for the
personal use made by the User about their intellectual or industrial property rights or about any right
related with the Webpage and the services offered by it.
The User recognises that the reproduction, distribution, commercialisation, transformation, and in
general, any other form of exploitation, by any procedure, of all or parts of the contents in this Web page
implies an infringement of the intellectual and industrial property rights that ADMINISTRACIÓN
CONCURSAL AIFOS has or of the owner of the aforementioned rights.
7. Personal Data Protection
All the personal information offered by the User when using the Webpage will be used in accordance with
the Privacy Policy1.
The User shall read and accept the Privacy policy before facilitating the personal data.
8. Modification of the Legal Notice
ADMINISTRACIÓN CONCURSAL AIFOS is reserved the right to develop and update in any moment the
present Legal Notice for which the User shall read it periodically.
9. Applicable Law and Jurisdiction
In the event that any conflict may arise or disagreement on the interpretation or application of the present
Legal Notice, it will be directed, in such case to the courts of Málaga (Spain).
ADMINISTRACIÓN CONCURSAL AIFOS will pursue the infringement of the present Legal Notice as well
as the misappropriate use of the Webpage, exercising all the criminal and civil actions which may
correspond and assist in law.

1

PwC Note: Include the link to the Privacy Policy of ADMINISTRACIÓN CONCURSAL AIFOS.

